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April 2024's Best Selling Gadgets On Sale
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Our editor, Mike, has been showcasing tech innovations online for 15 years. His research often reveals gadgets that go on to sell millions of units because they’re so practical and helpful. Several of his picks are now media sensations. On top of this list, you’ll see April 2024’s best selling gadgets. Scroll down to see them all. You’ll find the newest items at the bottom of the list.    Email me if you have any questions.
 

Brushes your teeth 4X faster

[image: 360Brite]

3 ratings
Updated Feb 20360 Brite isn’t your traditional toothbrush. It’s made with precisely-angled rows of soft silicone bristles that are designed to mimic the BASS brushing technique which is recommended by dentists. Because it reaches most of your teeth at once and all three visible surfaces, it's able to clean your teeth in less time – about 30 seconds.
360 Brite is one-size fits all. It can be combined with whitening gels and will ensure that you have sparklingly clean teeth. No more boring brushing, bad breath or unnecessary dentist visits.
Read more [image: ]
 

			A low cost "stick" finds all of your photos and saves them

[image: PhotoStickOmni]

23 ratings
Updated Jan 19A former Hewlett-Packard manufacturing exec invented a stick to scan and find all of your photos and videos. In a click (or a tap), you can back up every single photo and video on your computer or smartphone. It works with Windows, Mac, iPhone, iPad, and Android devices! Help free up space for more photos and videos – plus avoid a tragic accident such as a lost phone!
By getting your precious memories onto this PhotoStick, you can bring it right into a printing store. They'll be able to print you a quality version of each memory you'd like.
This is the only product we've seen of its kind to save up to 60,000 photos and videos without being tech-savvy. Imagine how easy it will be to preserve your memories.
Read more [image: ]
 

			#1 wrinkle cream for crepe skin & age spots

[image: Vibriance]

5,494 ratings
Updated Dec 1As featured on the Hallmark Channel, this all-in-one hydrating serum targets age spots, wrinkles, rejuvenates skin, brightens, evens out skin tone, lifts, and firms. Also, the Hollywood beauty expert, Kym Douglas personally tested hundreds of beauty products. She listed Vibriance Super C as one of her all-time “must have” beauty products that replaces most skin care products in your cabinet. It's your wrinkle cream, neck cream, eye cream, dark-spot reducing concentrate, moisturizer, lifting and firming cream. Be wow'ed by the results, or claim a full refund within one year.
[image: Martha J.]Martha J.: "I can honestly say at first, I thought it was going to be oily but before I finished applying to my face, it had soaked in. My makeup stays on better and some said: 'you must be getting a lot of rest; you are youthful-looking'. At age 86, I am so appreciative that Vobriance is for the seniors as well."
Read more [image: ]
 

			 Type in any name, wait 127 seconds, see instant results

[image: ]

587 ratings
A controversial experiment was created to do what Google®, Yahoo®, and others often can't do. It finds forgotten social media accounts, old blogs, Amazon® wish lists, speeding tickets, criminal records, assets, contact details, and more!
Enter any name here – view results on the next page:
  All States
Alaska
Alabama
Arkansas
Arizona
California
Colorado
Connecticut
D.C.
Delaware
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Mass.
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
N. Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Virgin Islands
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
All States

 
 
Just twist to adjust focus for nearly any distance

[image: FlexVision]

Updated Jan 4Does your vision keep changing? These adjustable lenses focus at nearly any distance. Just twist the sides for the focus you need.
If you need reading glasses, computer glasses, or distance vision, these re-focus for all situations. These are ideal for travel, work, and leisure because you no longer need to switch between glasses. Its sleek and lightweight frame ensures all-day comfort too.
Read more [image: ]
 

			The no-pressure-washer pressure washer that won’t cost an arm and a leg

[image: JetNozzle]

3 ratings
Updated Mar 13Have you ever gone outside to wash the driveway or the side of your house, only to realize that there’s no way you could clean all of it by yourself? And then after an hour and a half of cleaning on your knees, you think to yourself, “If only I had a power washer.”
This might not actually be you, but cleaning a driveway, sidewalk, house side paneling, cars, and windows can be a huge pain without something like a power washer. But since power washers are expensive, we added a really clever alternative to this list.
The JetNozzle is a 2-in-1, high-quality pressure washer that hooks up to a standard 3/4" garden hose. It converts natural water pressure into a powerful water stream that is perfect for cleaning all dirty surfaces including wood, brick, concrete, sidings, plastic, glass and more.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Eliminates tooth plaque without the dentist

[image: ClearPik]

1 rating
Updated Mar 19ClearPik is a next generation tooth cleaner that gives you peace of mind between your dentist appointments. Place the ClearPik right up to your teeth to remove dental plaque, tartar, stains, and more!
Floss works, but having an easy alternative will keep your cleanings consistent. To try to avoid toothaches and gum illness, use this handheld device twice per month. It's safe – and enjoy the luxury of a near-dentist-grade cleaning from the palm of your hand.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Thinnest phone charger I've ever seen

[image: ChargeCard]

918 ratings
Updated Feb 6Shark Tank’s Daymond John was impressed by this ultra-thin phone charger. This lightweight battery (and built-in charging cables) is ready when you need it. Charge your phone anywhere. ChargeCard is just the size of a few stacked credit cards. It's small enough to carry in a wallet or purse and features LED indicators to indicate charging status.
Read more [image: ]
 

			10 LED light bar brightens up any indoor area without wires or drilling holes

[image: HomelifeLED]

Updated Nov 22This is perfect for anyone who wants to add a high-end lighting look, with safety in mind. The light bar features an automatic sensor with 120-degree sensing range (and turns off in 15 seconds if no motion is detected). Setup is easy, and there are no tools, screws, or nuts required.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Passed: The new German hearing aids are crushing the market in the U.S.

[image: HearCom]

1,326 ratings
Updated Mar 12These new hearing aids were developed with top German hearing aid engineers formerly from Siemens. Its unique algorithm is clinically proven to deliver better than normal hearing. You will notice remarkable improvements in your ability to clearly understand speech, even in noisy environments like a busy restaurant. It is wirelessly rechargeable and comes with Bluetooth connectivity, allowing you to control the device with your iPhone or Android. These hearing aids come with a 45-day no-risk trial.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Look inside your body with this scale (it's addicting)

[image: FitTrack]

2,099 ratings
Updated Apr 8It's hard to manage weight at home. At home, you never know why your weight goes up or down. But, FitTrack is the most accurate smart scale we've found.
Step on to it with bare feet. It will use patented dual BIA tech to scan and analyze your entire body. Then, see 17 important health metrics. You're now measuring, tracking, and seeing health trends in real time. This includes your body fat percentage, muscle and bone mass, hydration levels, and more. This BIA technology is the closest to taking a free physical exam at home – we've seen.
Read more [image: ]
 

			"Night Vision" glasses make night driving clear

[image: NightVisionPro]

Posted Jan 11Poorly lit roads, glare from oncoming headlights, rain, snow, and fog are big contributing factors that driving at night difficult. However, one genius tech company created anti-glare glasses to solve this massive problem – and help you see more clearly at night. Plus, they’re easy to use and fit right over your prescription glasses.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Drone flies up 30 MPH and takes HD video & photos

[image: Drone]

Updated Oct 10The Falcon aerial drone is a fun and easy way to capture shots from the air that will astound your family and friends.
Make any occasion memorable by sending up this easy-to-navigate drone. It’s your eye in the sky and your own personal flying camera. Use it for surveillance, scouting, or security purposes.
Not only is it great for recording impressive footage from extreme heights, but it’s a lot of fun to use. You can clock speeds of up to 30 miles per hour!
Read more [image: ]
 

			"Digitizes" all your old photos & videos – protecting them forever

[image: iMemories]

1,619 ratings
Updated Nov 7If your bookshelf is filled with family photo albums – or your attic has a box full of VHS tapes or DVDs – then you're going to love what the folks at iMemories have done! It couldn’t be easier to use their service: Simply send them all your photos and videos and they'll turn them into digital files – then send the originals back to you.
You'll get immediate access to the photos and videos as soon as they're ready. From there, you can easily upload them to social media, save them on your computer, or do anything else you want... they're 100% safe!
Read more [image: ]
 

			Removes hair from the root using the world’s first facial epilator 

[image: Pluxy]

131 ratings
Updated Jan 2A French dermatologist invented a device that removes facial hair from the root, so it comes back thinner and slower. This keeps facial hair gone for up to 4 weeks at a time. Plus, it’s faster than plucking, less painful than waxing, and less irritating than shaving! Pluxy helps women – including those suffering from PCOS, sensitive skin, or vision issues.
[image: Brenna Rice]Brenna Rice: "It’s legit life changing. I just keep touching my face! I’ve fought facial hair since I was 12 and this is the most amazing invention I’ve ever seen."
Read more [image: ]
 

			How these pillowcases give you a healthy-look when you wake up

[image: Blissy]

16,306 ratings
Updated Nov 30As featured on Oprah Beauty, I swapped my regular pillowcases with silk and I'm never going back. Have you ever wondered why you look so rough first thing in the morning? Chances are, it has a lot to do with the quality of your pillowcase. Cotton is a porous material that causes friction when you rub against it. It dries out your hair and pores, traps bacteria, and occasionally leaves you with creases on your face.
Blissy pillowcases are ultra-soft, naturally hypoallergenic, and resist absorption. It is made from the 100% pure mulberry silk to give you better sleep and a healthier appearance.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Mounts your devices anywhere – seen on Shark Tank & The View

[image: Tenikle]

9 ratings
Updated Mar 22Tenikle – as seen on Shark Tank and The View – lets you mount any device anywhere. Its bendable legs allow you to aim your camera or screen. The strong suction cups stick to smooth surfaces and windows. With the top appendage, your phone can be turned 360°. They guarantee it'll hold your device steady because it was engineered to hold up to 30 lbs. It’s made in San Diego, patented, one-of-a-kind, and as easy as bend and stick!
Read more [image: ]
 

			HD, night vision, motion detection mini camera sticks anywhere

[image: PixieLensPro]

Posted Mar 6This HD surveillance device monitors your home, business, and pets remotely. It connects to your WiFi network, allowing you to view live video footage on your smartphone, tablet, or computer.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Self-washing bed sheets save time, money, and provide healthier sleep

[image: MiracleSheets]

1,605 ratings
Updated Sept 28Miracle has created the world's first ever self-washing,  hygienic, luxury sheets. These sheets are able to fight bacteria, regulate temperature, and prevent the growth of odor-generating bacteria.
 They fight bacteria by using an ancient method to clean water. To kill and prevent bacteria in water, the water would be in a container with silver. But to make the silver work in sheets, the sheets' cotton threads are infused with silver. Its natural bacteria fighting silver is the key to providing a cool, comfortable, and healthy night of sleep. Miracle sheets are going to be as productive as you.
[image: Shelly Scott]Shelly Scott: "For as long as we've been married, we have never found sheets that we both love... We have a really thick Tempurpedic bed... these do really well on it... They're super soft and don't have a smell. " And, after using them for 2 years, here's an update: "Definitely worth the cost to me. Only sheets that haven’t come off the bed, fade over time, or stink! We have gone several weeks on accident before."
Read more [image: ]
 

			Helps your body breathe through your nose (and stop snoring in one night!)

[image: Hale]

7 ratings
Updated Jan 8A Johns Hopkins doctor invented this device because of the vital health benefits of breathing through your nose. If you snore, chances are you have a nasal obstruction. Nasal obstructions often leads to sleep apnea, decreased blood oxygen levels, heart disease, high blood pressure, and more. There's this little innovation that's practically invisible and comfortable. The Hale breathing aid quickly expands your nostrils, allowing you to breathe easier and sleep better. Wake up in the morning feeling refreshed and alert with this FDA registered breathing aid!
[image: Dr. Patrick Byrne]Dr. Patrick Byrne: "I'm a double board-certified surgeon in facial plastic and ENT surgery. And, the co-founder and inventor of Hale – the world's first discreet breathing aid. Our trials at Johns Hopkins proved this works better than every other device we tested it against."
Read more [image: ]
 

			The simplest and most comfortable anti-choking device available

[image: LifeVac]

1,080 ratings
Updated Jan 17Choking is the 4th leading cause of accidental death worldwide. There is a device that works like a vacuum to remove objects from your throat in seconds. You use it when the traditional first aid methods fail. You can even use it right away, particularly when it’s not possible to administer other methods — such as with the obese, elderly, and children. Anyone can use it easily — and you can even use it to stop yourself from choking. Most importantly, LifeVac has been 100% effective at preventing choking deaths and has already saved 639 lives... and counting!
LifeVac is a patented life-saving device designed to help a child or adult during a choking emergency. Clinical studies and 3rd party testing all confirm LifeVac to be highly effective and 100% safe to use during a choking emergency. It is FDA registered and made in the USA.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Say goodbye to dirty toothbrushes and holders

[image: Bril]

655 ratings
Updated Nov 30A toothbrush has about 100 million nasty germs crawling over it. To fix that, this device doubles as a germ-killer and toothbrush holder. It's called Bril, and Bril is a registered class III medical device with the FDA. Bril is a portable toothbrush case that uses natural UV light to kill germs on the head of your toothbrush – protecting you and your family from germs, viruses and harmful bacteria.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Clinical study results show a patch giving relief from pain

[image: Kailo]

1,379 ratings
Updated Jan 2A USA-made reusable pain patch can provide natural relief without side effects. Reported in a clinical study, patient pain decreased by 71%. Additionally, while using the patch, 98% of patients reported “less” or “a lot less” usage of oral medications. 97% preferred the pain-relieving patch. Kailo uses nanotechnology to communicate with your pain receptors. This science has been around for years but has recently been made available in this thin patch format.
[image: Dr. Jeff Gudin, M.D.]Dr. Jeff Gudin, M.D.: "The interim results from the IRB-approved study demonstrated that patients who used Kailo over a period of 30 days showed lower levels of pain severity. They experienced a better quality of life, improved function, were very satisfied with the Kailo Pain Patch, and preferred the patch over oral pain medications."
Read more [image: ]
 

			High paying travel rewards cards are here

[image: TravelCards]

33 ratings
Updated Mar 29These no-hassle travel credit cards have amazing rewards, plus no annual fees. Start turning travel dreams into travel reality.
Read more [image: ]
 

			No more writing down passwords – and this beats saving passwords to your browser

[image: RoboForm]

1,474 ratings
Updated Sept 14Type in your password only once. Then, without retyping it, you can login from all of your devices. Also, it stores the passwords securely, let's you generate secure ones, login with a single click, and it can even complete long online checkout forms. RoboForm works across all major browsers and devices (from iPhone to Android devices to your computer). 
 Also, RoboForm has been all over the media. The New York Times says "it knows all your passwords" and The Wall Street Journal says it's an "innovative, lean, useful product." 
Read more [image: ]
 

			Keeps glasses crystal clear without a cloth

[image: Peeps]

232 ratings
Updated Feb 7Dirty eyeglasses are distracting and frustrating, but traditional cleaners have two major problems.
First, traditional cleaning products require specific sprays and may damage lenses. Chemicals in sprays and disposable wipes can ruin the anti-reflective or blue light coatings on your lenses. Secondly, 95% of eyeglasses tested were contaminated with high levels of bacteria – which can end up irritating or infecting your eyes.
Here's what 20,000 optometrists trust instead. This simple tool is antimicrobial, cleans glasses, and now it's available to consumers too. It removes dust, abrasive particles, oil, and fingerprints instead of smearing like cloths and sprays. This patented invisible carbon formula is safe on lenses and used by NASA on the Space Station and by the Military.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Battery-powered pump inflates tires on cars and bikes without cords or manual pumping

[image: AirMoto]

7,056 ratings
Updated Jan 5This device is very helpful if you have a flat tire or low air. Low tire pressure happens to everyone. You no longer need a bicycle pump or to stop at gas stations for air. A major problem with gas stations is that you may end up with over or underinflated tires. This mistake can be dangerous, cost you more in gas, and force you to replace your tires frequently.
This device adds air to your tires until it matches the correct PSI. So you could set 35 PSI for cars or 120 PSI for bike tires. It's also rechargeable and portable. The AirMoto easily fits in your backpack or glovebox and pumps tires to full without needing an outlet. Also, always be able to see in the dark with AirMoto's emergency light.
Read more [image: ]
 

			800 watt heater is 2024's electric bill saver

[image: HeatWell]

2 ratings
Updated Feb 21The temperatures are dropping and if you haven't noticed an increase in your home heating bill, you soon will! But when the winter chill sets in, don't turn up your expensive home heating, get a blast of soothing warmth with HeatWell instead. Just set HeatWell's thermostat up to 90° Fahrenheit. This plug-in, mini-heater can heat spaces up to 250 sq ft in minutes.
Read more [image: ]
 

			A screen cleaner that's always there for you

[image: WaterBear]

Posted Oct 11WaterBear keeps all types of screens and lenses free from smudges, grime and bacteria. Because it sticks to your phone or camera, it’s always with you. You can use it as a lens protector, and it works to even clean glasses. People will stick WaterBear to the back of their phone so it's always ready. Never worry about dirty screens or lenses again!
Read more [image: ]
 

			Many walk-in tub suppliers are getting rid of unsold inventory

[image: WalkInTubs]

Updated Apr 10A walk-in tub is a matter of safety. Without one, the risk of falling goes up. A walk-in tub may have additional safety bars, holders, seats, non-slip surfaces and other important measures that save a person from falling and slipping while bathing. Recent improvements to outdated tubs provide relief. Also, you can find out if hydrotherapy will give you additional benefits.
There are many walk-in tub suppliers getting rid of unsold inventory. These improved tubs are an important step for the safety of your bathroom. Continue below to get access to many walk-in tubs that are a shower/tub combo.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Never buy new appliances again with this plan

[image: ApplianceWarranty]

968 ratings
Updated Mar 13The average oven costs $900. Appliances are expensive, but you can cut those costs with a new plan. On this new plan, get $25 off. In case of an appliance breakdown, local contractors will be sent to your home. Without additional cost to you, they'll either fix the broken appliance or replace it. This plan covers HVAC, electric, plumbing, and appliances. Landlords love this too because then they don't have to attend to every appliance malfunction (and it's all handled without hassle). Get a 24-hour claims line and there is no limit on the number of claims.
Read more [image: ]
 

			One "pineapple grenade" washes your clothes 200+ times – and it's cheap and natural

[image: LaundryMasher]

Updated Apr 10Do not buy more laundry detergent. Instead, get 200+ loads of laundry with this one "pineapple grenade." It's a simple product that stays in your washing machine. When water runs through it, it uses its nano silver infused ceramic beads. This is antimicrobial, and it kills odors.
Traditional detergents contain harmful chemicals. These chemicals can burn the skin, provoke allergic reactions, and seep into your septic tank or the environment. This option may be gentler on you and your clothes.
Read more [image: ]
 

			The ultimate cleaning tool that scrubs for you

[image: Scrubber]

Updated Apr 10Avoid the backbreaking work of scrubbing away at bathroom tiles, toilets, and tubs. When done by hand, knees grow numb, fingers get scrubbed raw, and the back screams with every move.
So how can someone continue cleaning without the body pain? Well, the E-Spin Scrubber! The E-Spin Scrubber is an automatic, cordless power scrubber whose lightweight and ergonomic design fits perfectly into your hands. It’ll tackle grout, mold, limescale, soap scum, dirt, grease, and more with ease.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Why homeowners pick this instead of a doorbell cam

[image: SecureLiteCam]

42,200 app ratings
Updated Nov 15This high definition security camera draws power from a light socket so no sunlight or electrician is required. It also connects to your home's WiFi and is viewable through your iPhone or Android device. This saves money too. There is a slot for an SD memory card so you don't need to pay any monthly fees (unlike doorbell cams).
Its advanced features include night vision, HD 1080p video resolution, motion tracking, panning up down, left, right and 360 rotation. And the alarm feature scares intruders.
Read more [image: ]
 

			World's most advanced golf tee (it's a must-have for golfers!)

[image: FlightPathGolfTee]

1,196 ratings
Updated Dec 5This unique USA-made golf tee can add 10-20% to your golf drive. In fact, Maurice Allen 2018 World long drive champion actually won the 2018 title using the Flightpath Golf Tees. FlightPath tees conform to USGA rules, so they’re even tournament legal. Also, this patented golf tee is nearly unbreakable and gives you laser-like accuracy.
[image: John H.]John H.: "These tees literally increased the length and accuracy of my drives. Reduced spin has enabled a slight fade with longer distance (15-20 yards) and rarely am I not in the fairway or just off the short grass."
Read more [image: ]
 

			A compact fire extinguisher that you'll actually use in an emergency

[image: FireExtinguisher]

290 ratings
Updated Jan 2Fire extinguishers are a great idea in theory… but when a fire breaks out, very few people have the strength and knowledge to operate one properly! Many people are switching to StaySafe because it’s designed to ACTUALLY be used. It’s so easy, safe, and effective. Not only is it lighter, more affordable, and FAR less complicated (just press the button!), it’s also capable of eliminating all 5 types of common household fires. Every home, office, school and car should be equipped with one!
[image: Allison Deneef]Allison Deneef: "I bought these - never had a fire in my house prior. Recently my boyfriend left the burner on without realizing there was some bacon fat in the tray beneath - the whole thing caught fire, half the stove and the backing were blackened. I grabbed this product and it instantly put it out with such a tiny spray."
Read more [image: ]
 

			Dentist-designed device stops snoring for many the first night they use it

[image: ZQuiet]

652 ratings
Updated Mar 15This USA-made, FDA cleared anti-snoring mouthpiece makes partners happy. Because snoring is often linked to serious sleep deprivation, chances are good you’re feeling the negative effects too – like fatigue and stress. ZQuiet gently moves your jaw forward, getting results in as little as one night. It’s never been easier to wake up rested... and next to a happy partner!
Read more [image: ]
 

			The most flexible & portable drill you'll ever use

[image: HyperDrill]

Updated Jan 18One moment, it's a drill. Next, it's an electric screwdriver. In fact, it's 42 tools in one. The Hyper Drill replaces your drill, 30 screwdrivers, and 12 socket wrenches. This gives you the right tool exactly when you need it!
Read more [image: ]
 

			Restores damaged, rough skin and prevents itching through targeted nourishment

[image: Honeybutter]

119 ratings
Updated Mar 31Honey Salve is called the "magic potion" of skincare. It's dermotologist tested and made in the USA. It cools itchy skin, nourishes the skin barrier, and calms inflammation. Many use it for dry/cracked skin, psoriasis, and itching. Here are a couple of user comments:
Hillary R.: "My daughter gets severe eczema and this has made her skin baby soft again and does not sting. It has also helped calm my dry dry skin."
[image: Hae Jun]Hae Jun: "I have really dried skin. I recently found these guys. Let me tell you. This has been a game-changer. I don't even use much of it because it just locks in the moisture. And, I wake up the next day and my skin actually looks repaired. I had cracked feet – they went away."
Read more [image: ]
 

			Great unlimited cash rewards credit cards of 2024

[image: CashBack]

33 ratings
Updated Mar 28Great cash rewards cards for 2024. These cards offer unlimited cash rewards for shopping.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Therapeutic placemat soothes tired feet

[image: TheraFoot]

Posted Jan 19Get blissful relief from tired, achy feet. This innovative platform device combines cutting-edge technology with therapeutic massage techniques to soothe your soles. It's the perfect product for anyone seeking instant relaxation.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Transforms any shower into a lavish spa experience

[image: Onsen]

Posted Oct 16Don't miss out on the easiest and most affordable way to prioritize your self-care. Place one tab on your shower floor, in a space where water flows gently, avoiding the direct stream from your shower head. Let the warm water work its magic, releasing a captivating scent that makes every shower a lavish indulgence.
Inhale deeply and let the enchantment of eucalyptus, grapefruit and lemon relieve decongestion and clear your mind. Crafted without chemicals or artificial fragrances, each tab complements a single shower or around 10-15 mins of pure bliss.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Australian-made device  cleans your lungs and increases lung capacity (great for asthma & viruses)

[image: AirPhysio]

333 ratings
Updated Apr 9If you have a lung condition, AirPhysio could be your new best friend. This certified FDA class two medical device uses a unique method to loosen the phlegm in your chest – helping you breathe easier in just a few days. It's completely safe. Hospitals have used the same technology for years, but now it's available for personal use. It's great for athletes and relieving symptoms of viruses as well.
[image: Dr. Lelaine Maralit, Physical Therapy]Dr. Lelaine Maralit, Physical Therapy: "After conducting medical research, I'm excited to share with you what I think about this amazing product... When you blow against the device, it creates a mechanical vibration in the airway walls, which helps loosen and remove excess mucus. The positive expiratory pressure opens up the airways – increasing lung capacity... This device is easy to use, drug-free, and very effective. I highly recommend AirPhysio."
Read more [image: ]
 

			A sharp Japanese knife is taking over kitchens

[image: Matsato]

27 ratings
Updated Jan 12This knife is heavier than average, but it's well balanced. It comes in a black box (that makes it look great as a gift). Inside the box, the knife is protected and cushioned so the knife doesn't dull during shipment. While using the knife, it works wonderfully for dicing and mincing. It has a hole in the blade to keep your grip. This can improve safety and precision.
Read more [image: ]
 

			For those with stubborn knee pain, here's what many do

[image: CareSoles]

26 ratings
Updated Dec 6According to the Institute Of Medicine (IOM), nearly 1 out of 3 people currently experience some form of  knee pain. If you want to beat joint pain, you MUST keep moving. But when you're suffering from aches, pains, and stiffness - movement is the last thing on your mind. So, what's the solution? "You need to keep moving and staying active, as much as you don't want to. I made these knee sleeves to provide an all-natural option to help ease the stubborn pain," says Caresole's founder, Thomas Blumel.
This brace is long, and with motion, it stays up. It also has a cross strap to help it stay up. You can have it on all day and forget it was even there. It's comfortable, and a great option for pain relief.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Change is coming to bathroom upgrades (takes one day)

[image: JacuzziBathRemodel]

29 ratings
Posted Nov 17An innovative 24-hour bathroom change is replacing a very outdated process. Jacuzzi Bath Remodel has streamlined the process of a tub-to-shower conversion in one day for most customers.
Also, get anti-microbial protection. Their shower walls are infused with silver ions that prevent bacteria, mold, and other microbes from growing and reproducing. Get safety bars and spa-like features as well.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Gives new life to old (or dead) computers in minutes

[image: XtraPC]

Updated Jan 12USA Today reported, the newest computers are too expensive, second-hand or older notebooks can be painfully glitchy and slow. One inexpensive hack for this is a USB flash drive called Xtra-PC... that plugs into — and speeds up — aged PCs or Macs. No technical knowledge is required. It’s safe to use and keeps your files exactly where you left them. If your computer has a USB drive, you can use Xtra-PC.
[image: Ron Forseth, CEO of Forseth Development, Inc.]Ron Forseth, CEO of Forseth Development, Inc.: "Most companies need their machines to run at maximum speed and efficiency, and Xtra-PC can prolong the life of a computer by about five years."
Read more [image: ]
 

			This one with surgical steel blades is the last nail clipper you'll need?

[image: Cumuul]

Posted Nov 7This surgical-grade nail clipper cuts nails smoothly and easily. Its unibody design in the front automatically catches nail scraps and prevents splitting. Slide the safety lock when storing. Thick, ingrown and tough nails are cut like butter and your hands are not injured.
Read more [image: ]
 

			They'll send you a canvas print of any photo you upload

[image: EasyCanvasPrints]

272,139 ratings
Updated Nov 14Get museum quality prints, custom options, and easy ordering. Simply, upload your photo (from your phone, Facebook, or computer). Then, complete a quick order to get your high quality photo.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Strong WiFi coverage for large homes is now possible – Give your family the gift of strong WiFi coverage

[image: OmegaWiFiAmp]

14 ratings
Updated Apr 9Here's how to stop WiFi coverage problems. This new device, Omega WiFi Amp, fits in the palm of your hand but packs a giant boost of power. It increases the range of your WiFi and can boost speeds up to 300mbps. Remove WiFi deadspots at home and get the freedom to work, stream, and game in any room. An internal antenna boosts coverage throughout large homes, and can even provide strong coverage in your backyard.
Read more [image: ]
 

			A small phone stand praised by Apple co-founder

[image: PocketTripod]

4 ratings
Updated Jan 22Apple co-founder Steve Wozniak raves about this thin phone stand: “What a great idea that I wish I'd thought of. I'm still blown away that the angle is adjustable like that.” Pocket Tripod is the world’s smallest, fully functional phone stand. It keeps your phone steady at any angle. Also, it’s as thin as two stacked credit cards so it's portable.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Rejuvenates healthy hair growth in women

[image: Keranique]

139 ratings
Posted Apr 8If you're looking for healthy, strong, and abundant hair, read about this solution. This solution features the only FDA-Approved ingredient clinically proven to regrow women's hair – establishing a continuous cycle of healthy hair growth. Within 120 days, if you aren't wow'ed by the results you can get a full refund (less S&P) – even if you used all of the bottles.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Portable hands-free binoculars produce clear 300% magnification

[image: TotalView]

Posted Aug 25This 300% magnification binoculars are perfect for outdoor adventures, concerts, stargazing, and sporting events. They are hands-free, portable and weigh less than 1/8th of a pound. It’s easy to take them with you no matter where you go. Also, they feature adjustable field of view, individual focusing knobs, and non-slip nose pads for a steady and customizable fit.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Memory foam seat cushions gives you comfort anywhere

[image: KlaudenaSeatCushion]

580 ratings
Updated Mar 28Here is an ergonomically designed seat cushion made out of premium memory foam. It makes any chair so much more comfortable to sit on. It helps position your body correctly to alleviate and prevent you from feeling pain.
Anyone who sits for work, travel, leisure, ANYTIME, should really think about buying a Klaudena cushion.
Read more [image: ]
 

			A blanket extinguishes small fires without a mess

[image: HeroFireBlanket]

60 ratings
Posted Sept 1An easy to use blanket effectively suppresses liquid or grease fires. Also, it doubles as a thermal or heat shield. It's composed of two layers of woven fiberglass fabric and an inner layer of fire retardant film. This material isolates high temperatures up to 1076°F (580℃), ensuring safety in critical situations. Because of its importance, check out this must-have for your kitchen, backyard, and vehicle survival kit.
Read more [image: ]
 

			National Eczema Association endorses this eczema & acne spray

[image: ActiveSkinRepair]

117 ratings
Updated Apr 10If you have a skin problem like acne or eczema – or you’re simply prone to nicks and cuts – then you have to try Active Skin Repair! This breakthrough skin repair spray can help your skin naturally heal itself from hundreds of skin problems, from injuries to acne and more. It's a multi-use first aid spray that does the work of 6+ other creams and lotions.
It uses a revolutionary ingredient, HOCl, that hospitals have used for years... but it’s only recently become available in a consumer-friendly version. Every home, office and school first aid kit needs one.
Active Skin Repair is a safe and easy to use spray that's 100% non-toxic and hypoallergenic. It's endorsed by the National Eczema Association, recommended by doctors, and cleared by the FDA as 510(k) medical device.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Quickly repairs car dents (saves you a fortune)

[image: CarDentPuller]

Posted Oct 26Without going to a professional auto repair shop, quickly remove dents on your car using this method. It doesn't damage the paint either. The large dent puller can hold up to 165 lbs of objects, and the small suction cup can lift up to 120 lbs of items. Use the powerful suction to recover the dented body to its original position. This is a simple way to save time and a fortune on auto repairs.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Cordless Mini Chainsaw eliminates strenuous garden work

[image: TacticalChainsaw]

Posted Mar 28Never go to your knees to trim bushes or stand under the heat of the sun reaching at leaves again. Save time and effort on yard work by surprising your friend or yourself with a handheld chainsaw.
The cordless Tactical Chainsaw slices through firm branches, tiny tree stumps, and bushes. Depending on type of wood, the Tactical Chainsaw cuts through 4” diameter logs in 10 seconds, and has a run-time per charge of 30 to 40 minutes. This mini saw helps you up on the yard without spending hours of frustration or hundreds of dollars for an unreliable landscaper.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Up to $5 million in coverage for less than a coffee a day

[image: FoundLife]

2 ratings
Posted Mar 26For less than a coffee a day, you could have up to $5 million in coverage. Protect your family's financial future, no medical exams necessary, and you have a 30 day money back guarantee. Get financial security for your loved ones, no matter what tomorrow brings.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Mosquito zapper uses a purple LED to attract and an electric coil to zap

[image: ZapGuardian]

Posted Mar 31This cordless mosquito zapper uses a purple LED to attract and a powerful electric coil to kill mosquitoes. It’s small, battery-powered, and rechargeable via USB cord – perfect for camping and indoors too. It's a simple device that makes travel pleasant.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Why this sleep routine has everyone "talking"

[image: HostageTape]

4,901 ratings
Posted Jan 24HostageTape is the strongest comfortable mouth tape on the planet. We know nose breathing is good and mouth breathing is bad. When you breath with your nose, you'll finally getting the rest you deserve. Wake up feeling refreshed and energized so you can take on any challenge that life throws at you.
Read more [image: ]
 

			HGTV: the best lightweight gardening gloves tested and reviewed

[image: FoxGloves]

65 ratings
Posted Mar 27As reviewed on HGTV: Love the feeling of soil on your fingers but don't want it under your fingernails? Most gloves use inferior fabrics, so they rarely fit well and limit your finger movement, and they build up a nasty sweat. Other grippy gloves are so plasticky that your hands sweat. Foxgloves are covered with silicone dots, so you can grip things firmly while enjoying breathability.
Read more [image: ]
 

			This moves that outlet from behind the couch or from anywhere

[image: MagicOutlet]

Updated Apr 10Is there an outlet in your room that’s hiding behind furniture? Don’t break your back trying to plug in your phone (or stretch the cord). Relocate any hard to reach outlet with this helpful device. Here's how MagicOutlet works. It first plugs into to your old outlet. It's like a four foot extension cord that works well and is way more practical. This allows it to to relocate outlets within four feet, so you can charge and connect from anywhere in your home.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Buy no gutter guards until you read this

[image: GutterProtection]

Updated Dec 15Here's the full truth on how to save (and why this can save your home's foundation). Your gutters channel water away from the roof and the foundation of your home to prevent damage, leaks, and mold growth.
Your gutters need to be clear to prevent this damage. You may clean your gutters every season, but gutter guards installed at a precise  pitch can be effective for life. Commonly, this install takes about 6 hours. So it's not an expensive process, but it may save you a ton of money.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Detox patch helps improve wellness using natural ingredients

[image: Nuubu]

2,515 rating
Updated Nov 21Do you feel stressed or anxious? Are you tired and irritated often? Did you know your body might be full of harmful toxins? Nuubu Detox Patches target the toxins in your body to help you feel better. Based on thousands of years of holistic healing wisdom, Nuubu Detox Patches bring herbal therapy to the 21st century. Nuubu is made of various natural Asian herbs and herb extracts. All you need to do is put the patch on your foot or any part of the body you think needs healing.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Who else wants their cheekbones highlighted, jawline tightened, and wrinkles & puffiness erased?

[image: DermaMicroTone]

Posted Jan 30A facial microcurrent device was designed to contract facial muscles, enhancing collagen and elastin production without causing redness. The result should be increased skin hydration, fullness, and improved skin tone and shape. If you're looking for a smoother face and a reduction of puffiness under your eyes, you'll want to try this item 5 minutes per day.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Owning a dashcam may prevent you from being sued for accidents you didn't cause

[image: VitalDashCam]

Posted Oct 26The second you start the ignition, this cool little dashcam will document all your travels. You can even record your next family road trip and create still photographs from your journey. Everything you shoot is stored on memory cards or your computer.
This dash cam has a wide-angle lens that automatically records any activity happening directly in front of it. Recordings are in clear HD video with IR night vision. The camera rotates 360°, tilts 90°, and suctions to your vehicle for a strong, secure grip.
It also has a 24/7 motion detection parking monitor – Activating the parking monitor lets you automatically detect any motion within the vehicle's vicinity. This is perfect for potential theft or vandalism.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Combines massage, heat, and red light therapy for your knees

[image: NooroKneeMassager]

Posted Dec 6This device may help alleviate pain and swelling in 15 minutes per day. If you are suffering from knee pain, chances are that’s because the cartilage cushioning your knee joints is worn down. This leads to grinding bone-on-bone knee pain, swelling, and instability in your knees. This massager uses 3 therapies to alleviate your knees' pain. First, red light therapy helps collagen production. Heat therapy loosens the muscles and stimulates blood flow. Finally, massage therapy relaxes tight muscles and tissue.
Read more [image: ]
 

			A neck-supporting pillow that should never go flat

[image: MaasBathPillow]

Posted Feb 14The ergonomically shaped design keeps your head, neck, back, shoulders and spine aligned and the pressure evenly distributed, which helps you stay asleep throughout the night and wake up feeling completely rested. Maas & Bath Ergo Z Pillow doesn't lump up and you don't have to fluff it up.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Gives you focus, energy, and immunity without the jitters and crashes

[image: MudWtr]

13,893 ratings
Updated Jan 4This is a morning ritual starter kit. It has a fraction of the caffeine found in coffee. Instead, it relies on cacao and specific mushrooms to boost your mental and physical performance. It's 100% organic, but here's how it tastes: Feel hints of chocolate that melt into earthy chai. It's like your mug of hot cocoa met a chai latte and they had a baby.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Patches keep mosquitoes away for up to 12 hours

[image: BuzzBGonePatch]

Updated Apr 10Here's the easiest way to repel mosquitoes. Open the bag and peel the patch from the sheet. Paste it on your clothes, desk, bed, or tent to repel unwanted mosquitoes. The patch does not contain deet. Instead, it uses citronella, eucalyptus, and peppermint oil.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Grips nearly any surface and supports up to 250 pounds

[image: LoftHomeSupportHandle]

Posted Feb 16A support handle is a must have for safety and support in the bathroom when using the toilet, bathtub, or shower. Here's how to reduce the risk of slip and fall injuries. A simple push-down mechanism makes it portable too.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Protects credit cards from wireless “wallet hackers” around town

[image: WalletShield]

Posted Oct 16You know that wireless tap technology in your credit card? That same technology can be repurposed by thieves to steal your credit card information. A thief just needs to get close enough to hover a scanner around your purse for a second before leaving with your information.
Unfortunately, the elderly seem to be particularly prone to this sort of attack. It’s hard to detect, very stealthy, and ultimately, extremely horrifying. That’s why the WalletShield might be a good choice to protect you or your loved ones from this theft.
The WalletShield is a credit card-sized device that fits comfortably into any wallet, money clip, or passport holder. By using patented signal-jamming technology, it provides a security “shield” that surrounds every card in your wallet to block the scanning devices used by criminals to steal your important information. All you need to do is leave the WalletShield in your purse or wallet, and you’re protected.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Total relaxation in just 10 minutes

[image: TheraHomeNeckMassager]

Posted Jan 18Sitting at the computer or texting with the wrong posture may be hurting your neck. NeckMassager works by relieving tension in your neck muscles by combining the powers of warm compress techniques and 4 distinctive massage modes, promoting pain relief and relaxation, which in turn can help reduce stress. All you need to do is wrap it around your neck and in minutes, your pain may begin melting away, giving you the energy you need to accomplish your goals.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Air pressurized plunger unclogs drains and toilets in seconds

[image: PlungeBlaster]

Posted Dec 21The Plunge Blaster is reusable, faster and more effective than traditional plungers, toilet snakes and toilet spirals! It works on all kinds of blockages by using a high pressure pneumatic. This high pressure drain unclogger is designed with stainless steel walls, and is equipped with 4 different removal heads to work with different drain types – such as toilet drains, bathroom sinks, kitchen sinks, and floor drains. Based on its real-time barometer, compressed air (up to 120PSI) can blast the blockage in the pipe in seconds. Simply insert the pump into the device, press the air bag, insert it into blocked drain, and press the air button to clear the toilet or sink.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Those with back pain are using these 9 physical therapy settings

[image: TheraPalPro]

Posted Jan 30A flexible pain reliever with 9 physical therapy settings that can be placed anywhere. Most place it on the lower back for targeted relief, but it's flexible to be placed anywhere. The TheraPal Pro comes with 6 massage modes, 9 physical therapy settings, and is easy to pack and travel with.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Saves you $134 on an incredible selection of 15 wines

[image: SplashWines]

222 ratings
Posted Jan 26Get 15 wines that retail for $20 and above for only $89.95 and it ships free! I usually don't post prices because deals often change, but check the next page to confirm it's still active. This is not a subscription or club either. And, their guarantee states: "You like every bottle or you won't pay for it."
Read more [image: ]
 

			Insoles provide arch support and impact absorption

[image: SoulInsole]

280 ratings
Updated Jan 8A famous podiatrist who has been featured on Oprah, Dr. Emily Splichal, recommends these unique insoles. Soul Insole is washable, resusable – and can be added to any type of shoe (even sandals and minimal shoes).
Normally, walking on hard concrete and tile may be tough on our bodies. This shoe insert is designed for anyone with high arches and flat feet. The soft support helps train your foot to strengthen its natural arch.
[image: Dr. Karen Anderson, Podiatrist]Dr. Karen Anderson, Podiatrist: "These are so well made, Soul Insoles gel support is great for arch pain and even pain stemming from the top of the foot."
Read more [image: ]
 

			Air purifier saves you money by being filterless

[image: Purifair]

419 ratings
Updated July 10Purifair neutralizes harmful pollutants by releasing negatively charged ions into the air. Charged ions attach to pollutants like virus, bacteria, dust and smoke. And, then removes them from the air. This gadget purifies 200 square feet of indoor space, and it is ultra-portable.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Full foot insole provides shock absorption, arch & metatarsal support, and heel cradle

[image: XStance]

242 ratings
Posted Mar 6If you spend a lot of time on your feet, slip these insoles into your shoes. Your plantar fascia (that thick ligament) supports the arch of your foot but is prone to inflammation. And because it absorbs shock while walking, painful micro-tears easily occur in the tissue. Most so-called “solutions”’ on the market don’t take the entire health of the foot into consideration. This can lead to skeletal imbalances, trapped nerves, and mild deformities in some cases. XSTANCE is a highly effective therapy that soothes pain and supports your feet.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Advanced windows could save you $71 to $501 annually on energy costs

[image: Windows]

Updated Apr 10There are three ways you could save with new windows. First, the US Department of Energy reports you save $71 to $501 on energy costs annually if you replace your windows with new efficient windows.
Second, in a survey of remodelers and real estate professionals, window replacement was listed as one of the five highest return on investment projects you can do for your home. Third, read how to score unsold windows from installers.
Read more [image: ]
 

			A pen scans hotel rooms for hidden cameras

[image: HeroPrivacyPen]

Posted Oct 19Uncover hidden cameras, detect GPS devices, and safeguard your family's privacy with an advanced privacy pen. Commonly, customers are using this when they stay at a vacation rental or hotel. The Hero Privacy Pen is your go-to tool to unveil electronic spying. It detects wireless transmission signals used by hidden cameras, cell phones, modems, and GPS devices. Whether you're dealing with wireless threats or wired espionage, the Hero Privacy Pen has you covered with cutting-edge technology. Don't risk being secretly monitored.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Tactical 15-in-1 hiking stick prepares you for the wilderness

[image: Tactistaff]

Updated Feb 23This wilderness hiking stick contains $100s worth of tools into one functional alternative. It has a combined total of 15 survival tools inside–some of these are: pointed hammer, glass breaker, whistle, harpoon, screwdriver, flintstone firestarter, knife, saw knife, compass, plus more! Aircraft-grade Aluminum 6061 T6 makes the Tacti-Staff durable, robust, and ready for any adventure.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Low frequency sound waves (that you cannot hear) drive pests away

[image: PestReject]

Posted Dec 7Just plug it in and let the bugs go away. Pest control specialists may cost $100 per month! The specialists are also spraying tons of chemicals. What you need is a device to deter pests away. This discreet device uses state-of-the-art ultrasonic wave technology that humans and pets cannot hear to create an uncomfortable environment for rodents, cockroaches, mosquitoes, and ants.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Modern skincare lighting combined with Gua Sha

[image: Illumigua]

64 ratings
Posted Feb 5Many are going back to the ancient Chinese technique, Gua Sha. Gua Sha employs the simple method of scraping the skin to enhance blood circulation, relieve tension, and encourage lymphatic drainage – leading to a rejuvenated, vibrant complexion. To combine Gua Sha and advanced lighting technology for skincare, IllumiGua was invented. This is multifaceted approach if you'd like to see glowing, youthful skin. By combining a Gua Sha technique and the right light, here are the different modes: face sculpting (contouring), wrinkle reduction, facial tightening, and deep massage relaxation.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Nikola Tesla's invention inspired the tech of this new lighter

[image: Electric Lighter]

Updated Mar 5By creating an arc flame, this unique little lighter requires no fuel. It's battery-powered, rechargeable, water resistant, and smokeless.
Read more [image: ]
 

			A dog collar repels fleas & pests with plant-based repellants

[image: FurSweep]

Posted Mar 18This simple collar begins killing and repelling fleas within 24 hours of initial use, and it eliminates reinfesting ticks as quickly as six hours. The Aura-Shield™ tech intelligently releases plant-based repellents in response to your dog's activity, ensuring immediate and situational protection for up to 8 months.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Extends mealtime for dogs to prevent bloating

[image: SuperFeedy]

525 ratings
Posted Apr 5A Vet endorsed 4-in-1 dog feeder prevents life-threatening bloat while making mealtime more fun. It’s a slow feeder, travel dish, anti-skid bowl, and a double-sided lick-mat all in one.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Wirelessly integrates your iPhone and car together for calls, GPS & apps

[image: EZYCarTech]

Posted Apr 8A unique car adapter transforms your car into a smart vehicle. One cord wirelessly connects your iPhone to your car. Now, you can control your iPhone with your car's controls. This keeps you safe while having access to your phone, hearing messages, making calls, and seeing your phone's maps or GPS on your car's screen.
Read more [image: ]
 

			Without a garage, this is a must for your car

[image: SealSkinCovers]

60,061 ratings
Posted Apr 10What you should do with your car that's regularly parked outside. The summer sun can fade your paint, the rain and snow can cause rust, and wind can blow debris on your vehicle causing damage. But what if you had a vehicle cover that could keep your car looking like new? Get no more faded paint and no more dirt or scratches. Then, pull the cover off and you are ready to go, 24/7/365.
These covers are made with Seal-Tec Technology: double stitched and taped, 100% watertight seems and a soft spun cotton interior for a gentle touch on paint. Whether you want to cover your motorcycle, car, SUV or a truck, they've got you covered.
Read more [image: ]
 

					
 

Gift ideas for men, women, pets, & more!

Here are the popular sellers in 13 gift categories. It's an easy way to select a gift.

Men

  
      [image: Longer golf drives (USGA legal tee)]
Longer golf drives (USGA legal tee)
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      [image: Scale "looks" inside his body & tracks]
Scale "looks" inside his body & tracks
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      [image: Suction/tripod mounts devices anywhere]
Suction/tripod mounts devices anywhere
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      [image: Total relaxation in 10 minutes]
Total relaxation in 10 minutes
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            [image: Thin phone charger seen on SharkTank]
Thin phone charger seen on SharkTank
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      [image: Drone flies 0-30 MPH & HD videos]
Drone flies 0-30 MPH & HD videos
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Women

  
      [image: Silk pillowcase praised on Oprah Beauty]
Silk pillowcase praised on Oprah Beauty
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      [image: Self-washing bed sheets she'll love]
Self-washing bed sheets she'll love
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      [image: Total relaxation in 10 minutes]
Total relaxation in 10 minutes
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      [image: Removes facial hair from the root]
Removes facial hair from the root
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      [image: Inflates car tires (no more gas tire pumps)]
Inflates car tires (no more gas tire pumps)
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Kids

  
      [image: Cool UV light cleans & holds toothbrushes]
Cool UV light cleans & holds toothbrushes
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      [image: Simplest anti-choking device]
Simplest anti-choking device
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      [image: Portable device holder for kids]
Portable device holder for kids
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Pets

  
      [image: Holds cameras for you to see your pet]
Holds cameras for you to see your pet
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      [image: HD camera monitors your pet]
HD camera monitors your pet
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      [image: A dog collar repels fleas & pests]
A dog collar repels fleas & pests
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      [image: Extends mealtime for dogs & anti-tip feature]
Extends mealtime for dogs & anti-tip feature
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Busy person

  
      [image: Self-washing bed sheets save time]
Self-washing bed sheets save time
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            [image: Silk pillowcases lets you wake up w/soft hair]
Silk pillowcases lets you wake up w/soft hair
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Outdoors and nature lover

  
      [image: Inflates bike & car tires (no cords)]
Inflates bike & car tires (no cords)
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      [image: Thin phone charger seen on SharkTank]
Thin phone charger seen on SharkTank
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      [image: Helps knees, beat joint aches]
Helps knees, beat joint aches
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      [image: Longer golf drives (USGA legal tee)]
Longer golf drives (USGA legal tee)
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      [image: Portable hands-free binoculars]
Portable hands-free binoculars
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      [image: Patches keep mosquitoes away]
Patches keep mosquitoes away
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      [image: Best lightweight gardening gloves]
Best lightweight gardening gloves
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Purple LED mosquito zapper
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Budgeters and money-savers

  
      [image: Self-washing bed sheets save money]
Self-washing bed sheets save money
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      [image: One washes your clothes 200+ times]
One washes your clothes 200+ times
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      [image: Flexible & portable drill]
Flexible & portable drill
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      [image: New rule gets hearing aids for $100]
New rule gets hearing aids for $100
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      [image: 800W heater is 2024's energy bill saver]
800W heater is 2024's energy bill saver
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Personal care

  
      [image: #1 wrinkle cream for crepe/age spots]
#1 wrinkle cream for crepe/age spots
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      [image: Brushes your teeth 4X faster]
Brushes your teeth 4X faster
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      [image: Eliminates tooth plaque at home]
Eliminates tooth plaque at home
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      [image: Surgical steel cuts nails easily]
Surgical steel cuts nails easily
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      [image: Grips surfaces & holds up to 250 lbs]
Grips surfaces & holds up to 250 lbs
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Cooks

  
      [image: Japanese knife taking over kitchens]
Japanese knife taking over kitchens
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      [image: Read recipes hands free (phone stand)]
Read recipes hands free (phone stand)
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      [image: Brightens kitchens (no wires/holes)]
Brightens kitchens (no wires/holes)
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      [image: Push button bottle fire extinguisher]
Push button bottle fire extinguisher
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Health conscience
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How to ease itching
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New scale "looks" inside your body
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      [image: <em>Placemat</em> soothes tired feet]
Placemat soothes tired feet
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      [image: Cleans lungs & increases capacity]
Cleans lungs & increases capacity
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      [image: No more dirty toothbrushes & holders]
No more dirty toothbrushes & holders
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      [image: Dentist-approved anti-snore device]
Dentist-approved anti-snore device
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      [image: Clinical study patch (71% pain decrease)]
Clinical study patch (71% pain decrease)
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      [image: Filterless air filter saves money]
Filterless air filter saves money
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      [image: Do you snore? Helps your breathe]
Do you snore? Helps your breathe
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Homeowners

  
      [image: New windows may save $71-$501/year]
New windows may save $71-$501/year
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            [image: Keeps your home's gutters clear]
Keeps your home's gutters clear
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      [image: Benefits of walk-in tubs]
Benefits of walk-in tubs
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      [image: Amazing deal for a "no" pressure washer]
Amazing deal for a "no" pressure washer
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      [image: 1 day tub-to-shower conversion]
1 day tub-to-shower conversion
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      [image: Cordless chainsaw helps garden]
Cordless chainsaw helps garden
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Photo/video taker

  
      [image: Bendable legs aim your phone's camera]
Bendable legs aim your phone's camera
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      [image: Backs up PC/Mac & phone photos]
Backs up PC/Mac & phone photos
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Traveler

  
      [image: Drive with "Night Vision" glasses]
Drive with "Night Vision" glasses
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      [image: Scans for hidden hotel cameras & mics]
Scans for hidden hotel cameras & mics
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      [image: Wirelessly connects your iPhone & car]
Wirelessly connects your iPhone & car
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      [image: Mounts your phone for driving]
Mounts your phone for driving
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      [image: Toothbrush travel holder & UV sterilizer]
Toothbrush travel holder & UV sterilizer
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Want to see these trending products and more as they come out?



Enter your email here for our trending products newsletter
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These statements have not been evaluated by the FDA. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease or medical condition. Individual results may vary. Not a medical device. Please consult your physician before using this or any other product that is designed to help relieve a symptoms or condition.

Nothing on this website should be considered personalized financial advice. Any investments recommended here in should be made only after consulting with your investment advisor and only after reviewing the prospectus or financial statements of the company. Past performance does not guarantee future results. The examples provided may not be representative of typical results. Never risk more than you can afford to lose.
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